Classical studies suggest that high-level cognitive decisions (e.g., choosing between financial options) are suboptimal. In contrast, low-level decisions (e.g., choosing where to put your feet on a rocky ridge) appear near-optimal: the perception-cognition gap. Moreover, in classical tasks, people appear to put too much weight on unlikely events. In contrast, when people can learn through experience, they appear to put too little weight on unlikely events: the description-experience gap. We eliminated confounding factors and, contrary to what is commonly believed, found results suggesting that (i) the perception-cognition gap is illusory and due to differences in the way performance is assessed; (ii) the description-experience gap arises from the assumption that objective probabilities match subjective ones; (iii) people's ability to make decisions is better than the classical literature suggests; and (iv) differences between decision-makers are more important for predicting peoples' choices than differences between choice tasks.
D
ecades of research on the human ability to make choices suggests that humans are suboptimal decision-makers (1) (2) (3) (4) (5) . In classical studies demonstrating suboptimal choices, a descriptionbased paradigm is typically used. You might be asked if you prefer option A "£4000 with a probability of 0.2," or option B "£3000 with a probability of 0.25" (3). Thus, you are asked to make choices on the basis of numerically described probability and value information. By asking people such questions, researchers have uncovered many departures from optimal decision-making. More recently, however, two other decision-making paradigms have produced results that seem to diverge dramatically from the classical ones.
First, in sharp contrast to the classical studies, recent studies of decision-making in perceptuo-motor (6, 7) and perceptual (8) (9) (10) (11) domains typically report optimal or near-optimal decisions. Like the classical ones, these provide participants with numerical value information. However, participants do not receive explicit probability information as in the description-based paradigm. Instead, participants have to use internal, implicit estimates of probabilities (see below for an example). Thus, low-level decisions based on internal estimates of probability are near optimal, whereas highlevel decisions based on verbally described numerical probabilities are suboptimal: the perception-cognition gap (12, 13) .
Second, within cognitive contexts, "decisions from experience" dissociate from the classical "decisions from description": the description-experience gap (14, 15) . In decisions from experience, participants typically sample two computer buttons, each generating monetary outcomes with some probability. One button might return £32 with a probability of 0.1 and the other returns £3 guaranteed (16) . After sampling both buttons, participants choose which button to play for real money.* In this example, people are more likely to choose the certain option compared with when options are described numerically (as in the classical studies). In other words, people act as if they attach too much importance to unlikely events (overweighting) in classical tasks, whereas acting as if they attach too little importance to unlikely events (underweighting) in experience tasks. † The underlying causes of both of these gaps have attracted considerable attention (14, 15, 18) , but are far from resolved. As pointed out previously (18) , the paradigms differ along a number of dimensions; any one of these could potentially explain away the gaps. Some of the differences were listed above, but there are many more. Classical experiments, for example, present participants with a select set of choice options whose expected outcomes typically differ very little. The options are selected such that particular choice patterns across pairs of decision-making problems are indicative of irrational choice. Normally, participants are not given feedback and make one-shot decisions (3) . Some studies in the decisions-from-experience literature, in contrast, give participants trial-by-trial feedback, although some do not (14) , and participants in perceptuo-motor studies typically make repeated choices with feedback (13) .
Are the two gaps, or dissociations, a result of the human mind operating in fundamentally different ways across domains? Or do they result from methodological differences across experimental paradigms? For example, are perceptuo-motor decisions better than cognitive decisions because feedback is provided or because they are perceptuo-motor and not cognitive? One can approach such questions in at least two ways. One could study the effects of a factorial combination of all methodological differences across Significance Human decision-making seems fundamentally domain dependent. Sensory-motor decisions (e.g., where to put your feet on a rocky ridge) seem near-optimal, whereas decisions based on numerical information (e.g., choosing between financial options) seem suboptimal. Additionally, when people rely on information gained through experience, they make choices that are often the opposite of those they make when relying on described information. However, comparing results across domains on the basis of past results is difficult, because decision-making is studied very differently in different domains. We compared decision-making performance across domains under precisely matched conditions, finding evidence against the idea that fundamental dissociations exist. In fact, peoples' ability to make decisions seem rather good, although not perfect, in both sensory-motor and cognitive domains.
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The decision from experience literature is very rich, and this feature is by no means the only phenomenon discovered and explored theoretically. For example, the literature consistently observes what appears to be dramatic undersampling. When allowed to sample freely before committing to one option, people sample very few times. Intuitively, this is a suboptimal strategy because it gives rise to poor estimates of the value of the underlying choice options. Recently, however, it was proposed that such undersampling may actually be beneficial as it amplifies the difference between choice options making discriminations between choice options easier (17) .
the three paradigms. Alternatively, one could try to eliminate any differences not due to the dimension of interest. To the extent that differences across perception and cognition, or description and experience, persist when tasks have been matched, they must reflect fundamental differences across domains. Here we took the latter approach.
To explore whether there really is robust evidence for gaps, we compared three types of decision under precisely matched conditions. The first decision type was classical, with explicit, numerical descriptions of probability information. In the second and third types, explicit probability information was replaced by implicit estimates arising from experience with either a low-level perceptuo-motor task (a standard pointing task) or with a highlevel cognitive task (a mental arithmetic task). ‡
Learning and Decision Phase
The present study made use of the idea that classical decision tasks can be altered to require participants to use their own internal estimates of probabilities (19, 20) and was inspired by experiment 2 in ref. 20 . Participants first learned about their ability to perform a standard low-level perceptuo-motor (20) task and a novel high-level mental arithmetic task. They later had to use the acquired knowledge to make decisions.
The perceptuo-motor learning task involved pointing toward targets displayed on a computer screen. Targets varied in size from trial to trial. Participants' hands were positioned in front of the screen before each trial. Participants had to hit the displayed target (illustrated by the shaded bar in Fig. 1A ). Target hits were rewarded with 100 points, misses were not penalized, and late responses were penalized with −700 points. Feedback consisted of a high-contrast disk showing where the screen was hit (Fig. 1B) .
In the arithmetic learning task, participants had to sum four numbers (randomly drawn on each trial, illustrated by the central numbers in Fig. 1D ). The goal was to estimate the sum of the four numbers within a target tolerance (which varied across trials). In the example in Fig. 1 D and E, the true sum was 47.3 and the participant guessed 45. The difference between the response and the true sum is −2.3 (Fig. 1E ). Because this difference was within the target tolerance (±6), a hit was scored. Points were rewarded as in the perceptuo-motor task. Participants responded with an on-screen keypad (not shown here).
In the learning phase, participants were instructed to earn as many points as possible and were told that learning about their own performance was at least as important as earning points. It was emphasized that improved knowledge would enable them to make better decisions in the decision-making phase and that those decisions would have real financial implications.
By collating participants' responses over many pointing and mental arithmetic trials, we can generate error distributions ( Fig.  1 C and F) , describing the accuracy and precision of individual participants' responses. These distributions can be used to predict participants' chances of hitting targets of varying widths. § In the decision-making phase, participants had to choose between pairs of options ( Fig. 2 A-C) . Each choice option was composed of reward and probability information. The probability information was in one of three formats: low level (A), high level (B), and classical (C). In the former two cases, the width of the target determined the probability of obtaining the reward. The narrower the pointing target (A) and the narrower the arithmetic target (B), the lower the probability of obtaining the reward. The probability of obtaining the reward in the classical format (C) was described numerically. In all three tasks, participants simply indicated which option they preferred.
The rewards and the likelihoods of obtaining them were matched across the three tasks. Options for the classical task were created by drawing randomly from a range of probabilities and rewards (see Methods for details). Using the empirical error distributions from the learning phase illustrated in Fig. 1 C and F, we generated options for the pointing and the mental arithmetic tasks that matched the classical options.
Participants did not receive feedback in the decision phase. Participants were instructed that one of their chosen options would be randomly selected at the end of the experiment (with values decreased by a factor of 10) and played for real money. Participants also knew that the probabilities used to generate the real outcome would be based on their own ability in the learning sessions.
How Good Were People's Choices?
The perception-cognition gap implies that people will make much better choices when they are faced with low-level decisions compared with when faced with classical decisions (or decisions based on high-level information). To evaluate how good participants' choices were, we used an approach typical in low-level studies (7): we compared participants' actual choices to the choices of a hypothetical agent who always chooses the best option. The best option Rigorously characterizing high-and low-level processes, systems, and tasks is difficult. In the limit, all high-level tasks incorporate some low-level components (and vice versa). We did not attempt a unique formal definition, but used tasks that are conventionally considered low or high level. Mental arithmetic is often assessed as part of IQ testing and thus considered a core cognitive ability. Pointing is a widely used perceptuo-motor task (13) . § A recording error resulted in the inclusion of warm-up trials for one participant in the arithmetic task. This inclusion resulted in a marginal underestimation of this participant's mental arithmetic ability (see Fig. S6 ). Excluding this participant from the analysis does not change the patterns observed across Figs. 3-5.
is the option that gives the highest reward in the long run (the option with the highest expected value).
{ Fig. 3A shows the proportion of optimal choices both for individual participants (gray discs) and the average proportion of optimal choices for each task (black squares). As can be seen, the average proportion of choices that maximized expected value was ∼0.75, regardless of task. Note also that there were large individual differences.
An average optimal choice rate of 0.75 is moderately impressive. However, expected value maximization implies that the decisionmaker is able to perfectly discriminate between choice options. Perfect discrimination is likely to be unattainable. Indeed, previous studies have found that choice consistency increases when choice options become more discriminable (23) and that expected value maximization better describes choice when options are easy to discriminate (24, 25) .
As Fig. 3B shows, the proportion of optimal choices increased as the options became more discriminable (i.e., the absolute difference in expected value increased). Increasing differences between choice options do not only affect people's ability to discriminate, they are also related to the potential loss of making a suboptimal choice. Choices that are hard to discriminate are approximately equally valuable. Consequently, the cost of picking the suboptimal choice is small. Conversely, when choices are easy to discriminate, it is because one option is clearly more valuable than the other. Thus, for easily discriminated options, the cost of choosing the suboptimal option can be very high. If participants choose the wrong option mainly when options are hard to discriminate, Fig. 3A may give an overly pessimistic picture of participants' choice performance. Fig. 3C shows our participants' expected earnings relative to the earnings of a hypothetical participant who always chooses optimally. Efficiency, or actual earnings divided by the earnings achieved by an optimal participant, is the standard performance metric in low-level decision studies (7) . As can be seen, the average participant is expected to earn ∼92% of the optimal earnings (with some expected to earn closer to 98%). Thus, whatever choice strategies our participants used, their strategies were nearly as efficient as the optimal one. jj Fig. 3C also suggests that there were practically no differences in performance across the three tasks. For statistical comparisons when the null hypothesis is of interest, Bayesian tests are appropriate (27, 28) . A comparison using JZSBayes factors (28) supports the hypotheses of equal efficiency levels across the three tasks [cognitive vs. pointing: Bayes factor = 5.59, t(17) = −0.249, P = 0.81; cognitive vs. classical: Bayes factor = 5.3, t(17) = 0.335, P = 0.74; pointing vs. classical: Bayes factor = 3.56, t(17) = 0.979, P = 0.34].** Thus, we found evidence against the perceptioncognition gap. Performance was equally good across low-and high-level decisions.
Do People Deviate Systematically from Optimality?
Of course, the fact that decisions were highly efficient does not necessarily mean that they were free from bias, or, for that matter, that any biases were identical across tasks. Were there differences in choice strategies despite the comparable performance? Specifically, were low probabilities treated differently across the three tasks? Given the description-experience gap, we would expect our participants to act as if low probabilities are underweighted in the two tasks that rely on experience (pointing and mental arithmetic) but to act is if probabilities are overweighted in the classical task. † † Any decision model that allows for under-and overweighting of low probabilities could in principle be used to test for differences in how participants treat unlikely events. We fit cumulative prospect theory (5), a model commonly used to account for deviations from optimal decision-making. Two key aspects of the theory are its value and probability ‡ ‡ weighting functions. These functions allow values and probabilities to deviate systematically from objective ones. That is, they allow for the possibility that people assign too much, or too little, weight to values and probabilities. This flexibility in turn allows the model to account for many of the empirically observed deviations from optimal choice in classical studies. To make comparisons robust we tested a broad range of weighting functions used in the literature (SI Text, Model Fitting, Table S1 , and Fig. S1 ). Fig. 4 shows the best fit value and probability weighting functions for each task and participant. The panels show objective values (A-C) and probabilities (D-F) plotted against weighted values and probabilities. If participants made decisions using the objective values and probabilities, the best fitting function for each participant (Fig. 4, gray lines) would lie along the diagonal. Average value functions (Fig. 4, dashed lines, top row) below the identity line, as in A-C, are well-established phenomena likely to reflect the fact that the perceived value of money is such that the utility of £2000 is less than twice as much as £1000 (diminishing marginal utility).
For the best fit probability weighting functions (Fig. 4 , bottom row), two trends are noteworthy. First, the average functions (dashed The proportion of choices maximizing expected value for each task, as a function of the absolute difference in expected value between pairs of choice options (discriminability), pooled across participants. (C) Efficiency for each participant (gray discs) and the group average (black squares). Error bars are 95% CIs. Gray discs representing individuals have been jittered laterally.
{
Expected utility theory is a more liberal, and in the cognitive literature more commonly applied, standard. However, as low-level studies tend to use the more conservative standard of expected value maximization and find good agreement between it and participants' behavior, we used it here also. Note that expected value maximization can be argued to be the proper normative standard in typical behavioral experiments (21, 22 The precise mechanisms for the observed differences in choice patterns across the two paradigms appear unclear. Compare, for example, refs. 16 and 29 and see refs. 14 and 15 for lists of possible mechanisms. We are primarily interested in detecting potential differences in the way people appear to treat low probabilities and less in determining the precise mechanisms behind such differences. ‡ ‡ Probability weights are often termed "decision weights" to emphasize that probabilities are weighted in the decision process and that the weighting function does not represent a bias in probability judgment (3).
lines) suggest underweighting of low probabilities for the pointing and arithmetic task but suggest overweighting for the classical task. The results thus appear to replicate the description-experience gap (14, 15) § § and to replicate previous results comparing low-level decisions to classical ones (20, 34 , but see ref. 35 ). All three of the average probability weighting parameters can be shown to deviate from linear weighting (SI Text, Statistical Tests on the Probability Weighting Parameters, and Fig. S2 ). However, statistical significance does not also imply importance, an issue we turn to below.
The second noteworthy trend is that, consistent with studies that look at individual differences (20, 34, 36) , parameter estimates were highly variable. Some participants appear near optimal with near-linear probability weights, whereas others show severe underor overweighting. Specifically, for neither decision from experience nor for decisions from description is there a consistent pattern of only under-or overweighting of low probabilities.
To explore the relative importance of the average between-task trends and the large within-task variability (Fig. 4) , we contrasted two ways of predicting people's choices. It is possible to predict a given participant's choices in a given task on the basis of (i) their choices in other tasks and (ii) other participants' choices in the same task. If the variability is caused by stable individual preferences and less by the type of task one is engaged in, one might expect betweentask predictions (i) to be at least as good as within-task predictions (ii). If, on the other hand, different tasks give rise to wildly different choice behaviors, within-task predictions (ii) should be superior.
To test the usefulness of these two methods for predicting participants' choices, we used a permutation test (SI Text, Within Tasks vs. Between Tasks, and Fig. S3 ). Briefly, we first computed how well one can predict participants' choices with both methods. Each of the two resulting fit metrics was compared with its own null distribution. Distributions were generated by permuting the mapping between subjects and tasks. The two distributions describe, respectively, (i) the hypothesis that there is no mapping between individual participants' choices in one task and their choices in the other tasks and (ii) the hypothesis that there is no mapping between tasks and group choices.
The predictability of the between-task within-subject method was significantly better than chance (P < 0.05, two-tailed). For the withintask between-subject method, we failed to reject the null hypothesis (P > 0.05, two-tailed). In other words, knowing participants' choices in some tasks is useful for predicting participants' choices in other tasks. However, knowing the group's choices in one task seem no more useful than knowing the group's choices in unrelated tasks. This result implies that the variability across tasks was in large part due to stable individual differences and that the apparent group differences across tasks shown in Fig. 4 have limited predictive power.
Do People Deviate from Optimality when Biases Are Taken into Account?
The description-experience gap is typically evaluated under the assumption that objective probabilities correspond to subjective probabilities (16, 29, 30) , {{ and perceptuo-motor studies have typically assumed the same (20, 34, 37) . Sometimes this assumption is tested (29) , and other times it is not (30) . If subjective probabilities are not calibrated, this and not underlying changes in preferences may underlie the gaps. We show in SI Text Calibration of Subjective Probabilities, and Figs. S4-S6 that participants' probability estimates were indeed not perfectly calibrated. It seems sensible then to check whether the moderate differences we observed for the average probability weighting functions in Fig. 4 can be accounted for by these discrepancies between subjective and objective probabilities. To this end, we repeated the model fitting process, replacing the objective probabilities for each choice option with probabilities estimated from ratings participants provided in the learning sessions (SI Text, Calibration of Subjective Probabilities).
When subjective rather than objective probabilities are fit, the results change dramatically (Fig. 5) . Now, most participants appear to overweight small probabilities, just as they do when probabilities are given explicitly (classical task). Note also that the value weights (Fig. 5, top row) show the same qualitative pattern as in Fig. 4 (the same diminishing marginal utility across the three tasks). Functions on the diagonal represent objective values and probabilities. Group averages are exponents of the 50% trimmed mean on the logarithm of individual weights. This method takes into account the fact that weights <1 and weights >1 have different ranges (0-1 and 1-∞). Circles, perceptuo-motor; triangles, mental arithmetic; squares, classical. § § Note that, although people choosing as if they underweight rare events is considered a characteristic of decisions from experience (14, 15) , studies that fit (cumulative) prospect theory to evaluate underweighting, instead of inferring underweighting directly from peoples' choice patterns (16) , have yielded mixed findings. Although some studies find probability weighting parameters suggestive of underweighting (29, 30) , others find weights suggesting near-linear weighting (31) , and others find overweighting (32, 33) . Without systematic empirical investigation, it is difficult to trace the origin of these differences. The studies often differ substantially both in design and analysis. However, here we use a large number of different choice options, fit individual choice data in a setting where expected value learning strategies have been ruled out (Discussion), and use a maximumlikelihood approach that essentially avoids the problem of flat maxima (29) .
{{ Subjective probabilities are participants' beliefs about objective probabilities. Objective probabilities are the probabilities participants have beliefs about. Here, objective refers to participants' actual ability to hit targets, as measured by their task performance. Subjective refers to participants' beliefs about their ability to hit targets, as measured by participants' explicit ratings. This distinction is also sometimes made in the experience literature (29) . The distinction is orthogonal to another distinction between experienced (the distribution participants actually experience) and objective probabilities (the distribution participants would experience if they saw infinitely many samples) in the same literature (30) . Experienced probabilities using this distinction corresponds to objective probabilities as defined here.
The above fits, and the differences in fits across subjective and objective probabilities generalize beyond the specific parameterization of cumulative prospect theory reported here (Fig. S1) . Furthermore, as shown in Fig. S7 , a simple model, assuming expected value maximization and less-than-perfect discrimination, generally accounts better for the data when subjective probabilities are fit compared with when objective probabilities are fit. This result suggests that the reversals in probability weighting functions are not likely due to participants simply being bad at reporting their beliefs.
Discussion
Once decision-making tasks are equated, numerical (classical), high-level (mental arithmetic), and low-level (perceptuo-motor) choices seem equally good, challenging the idea of a perceptioncognition gap (see ref. 38 for converging evidence from the time domain). Moreover, although a model allowing probabilities to be weighted differently across tasks replicates typically found underweighting for the experience tasks and overweighting for the classical task when objective probabilities were fit, this contrast disappeared when subjective probabilities were fit, thus challenging the description-experience gap. What factors might explain the discrepancy between our results and previous results in support of decision-making gaps?
Arguably, the most parsimonious explanation for the perceptioncognition gap lies in the very different methods by which performance is assessed. Indeed, when we used the standard low-level methods, that of evaluating actual choice performance, we found that, although participants were not precisely optimal, they were nevertheless highly efficient, regardless of task. In contrast, when we fit cumulative prospect theory, many participants had probability weights that were substantially different from 1, suggesting that they weight probabilities suboptimally, regardless of task. Thus, we were able to show both good performance (using standard low-level metrics) and bad performance (using standard highlevel metrics) for both low-and high-level decisions.
The explanation for the absence of a description-experience gap is perhaps less clear. We replicated a key qualitative difference when fitting objective probabilities but not when fitting subjective probabilities. This result implies that the gap has arisen because it is erroneously assumed that subjective probabilities match objective ones. However, there are several caveats to this conclusion. First, subjective probabilities can be elicited in many ways. The method used here has some advantages, but is not perfect (SI Text, Calibration of Subjective Probabilities). Future studies might explore different elicitation methods or perhaps entirely avoid explicit estimates by relying on pairwise more-likely/lesslikely judgments across domains. Regardless of the merits of different elicitation methods, the finding of equal efficiency across description and experience implies an upper bound on the description-experience gap. That is, even if there is something fundamentally different about our decisions when we rely on experience, that something does not appear to influence the efficiency with which decisions are made.
A second caveat is that our tasks are different from standard experience tasks. Our participants did not, for example, sample from binomial distributions. Instead, they learned about their own skills and used this knowledge to make decisions. Therefore, explanations for the description-experience gap, based on, for example, sampling error or recency effects (14, 15) , are not directly applicable. Because of such differences, it is presently unclear whether our results generalize to more commonly used experience-based tasks. That said, there is one crucial point to be made in this regard.
The present tasks are different from standard experience tasks, partly because many of the existing confounds between description and experience tasks were eliminated. For example, in the classical paradigm and in our tasks, one has to somehow trade off probabilities with values to reach a decision. It is possible that people also do this in experience-based tasks. However, in these tasks, a much simpler strategy is available. Participants could learn how much money each button returns on average (29, 31) , much like rats can learn which of two options to prefer (39) . Such a learning strategy would mean that a direct tradeoff between probabilities and values is not needed and that the task reduces to a choice between two expected values. Because we, to a large extent, eliminated such confounds, our study arguably represents a stronger test of the hypothesis that there are fundamental and theoretically important differences in how people make decisions when relying on their own experiences vs. when relying on descriptions.
Despite equally good performance across tasks, the same apparent suboptimal weighting of probabilities across tasks, and the relative stability of preferences across time (SI Text, Are Preferences Stable Across Time?), our results do not imply that decisions made using different modalities, or on the basis of different kinds of information, are identical. On average, 22% of our participants' choices were different across task pairs. That is, our participants unsurprisingly did not make identical choices across the three tasks. Participants also made perceptuo-motor decisions faster than they made either mental arithmetic or classical decisions (Fig. S8) , perhaps because it is easier to discriminate probability information in the guise of perceptuo-motor targets. Whatever the cause, the fact that perceptuo-motor decisions were faster suggests that the processes underlying the different decisions are not identical. It is thus of fundamental importance that the perceptuo-motor literature and the experience literature have hugely broadened the way we study decision-making. Nevertheless, our results question whether the aforementioned differences merit the distinction gap.
In the most important respect, that of potential earnings, there was no difference across the tasks, challenging the notion of gaps. Moreover, the small task-related differences we did observe were dominated by consistent individual differences. Importantly, because efficiencies were high, the ways in which people do deviate from optimal decision-making do not seem particularly costly. Even classical decisions were surprisingly good, a result that is all the more important because it was obtained across a large, random sample of choice options (40) , and not, as has been typical in cognitive studies, with select choice options. Put another way, people may not be perfectly rational, but their irrationalities do not seem to lead them far astray from optimality, not just with low-level decisions but even in classical descriptionbased tasks.
Methods
Eighteen members of the local participant panel were paid £6/h (plus a possible bonus of £0-£6) to participate (total participation time, ∼2.5 h). Informed consent was obtained, and the study was approved by the School's Ethics Committee. A tablet (Wacom DTZ-2100) was used for the pointing task. Experiments were written in Matlab using Psychtoolbox (41, 42) .
The two learning sessions were counterbalanced across participants. There were 120 option pairs for each format in the decision-making stage. The options were presented in a randomized order with no imposed time limit. Unlike most previous studies (3, 20, 31 , but see ref. 43 ), we used randomly selected choice options to achieve a wide range of differences in expected values. Probabilities were drawn from the range 0.05-0.95 (in steps of 0.05). Values were drawn from £1 and £3 to £54 (in steps of £3). Five of 120 pairs were chosen so that one option dominated the other (i.e., both probability and value was higher for one option). Most participants chose the dominating option most of the time (mean number out of 5 = 4.85, minimum = 4, maximum = 5), indicating that participants paid attention and understood the decision task.
In fitting cumulative prospect theory, a standard probability weighting function (44) , value function (5), and a logistic choice function (45) were used. The latter captures the fact that people are not perfectly sensitive to differences between options (Fig. 3B) . Model parameters were determined using maximum likelihood estimation, fitting separately for each participant and task. Unlike most studies, we tested several model parameterizations to ensure fits were not due to the selection of a particular parameterization. For details on the model fitting and this model exploration, see SI Text, Model Fitting. ACKNOWLEDGMENTS. A.J. was supported by the Economic and Social Research Council UK.
